
3.0 CF
Upright Freezer 
REFURBISHED

Models: R-MCUF3W2 / R-MCUF3B2 / R-MCUF3S2



"V Magic Chef 

Product Registration 

Thank you for purchasing a refurbished Magic Chef product. The first step to protect your new product is to complete the product registration on 

our website: www.arcaugusta.com/register-my-product.htm. The benefits of registering your product include the following: 

1. Registering your product will allow us to contact you regarding a safety notification or product update. 

2. Registering your product will allow for more efficient warranty service processing when warranty service is required. 

3. Registering your product could act as your proof of purchase in the event of insurance loss. 

Once again, thank you for purchasing a refurbished Magic Chef product. 





CHANGING THE DOOR REVERSIBLE DOOR.......................................
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1.Thermostat Dial 2. Evaporatot shelves

3. Magnetic Gasket
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Your freezer should be conveniently located in a dry, well ventilated room away from direct sunlight 

and sources of heat (stove, heater, radiator etc.) Direct sunlight may affect acrylic coating and heat 

sources may increase electrical consumption. Do not install the freezer where the temperature will go 

below 32 degree F or above 100 degree F. Temperatures outside of this range may affect the performance 

and longevity of the unit.
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If any problems with the appliance persist, please contact our Customer Service Dept.to consult 

with a representative at 888-775-0202 or visit our website to request warranty service at 

www.mcappliance.com

Do not attempt to repair or replace any part of your refrigerator unless it specifically recommended 

in this manual. All other servicing should be referred to a qualified technician, so as to minimize the risk 

of possible ignition due to incorrect parts or improper service.



Defrosting

 !When? For the most efficient operation and minimum energy consumption, defrost the freezer when 

  the frost is excessive or ¼ to ½ inch thick.

 !"#$$%&!'!()*&!+#&,!(#&!%($-.!$/!/0$1&,!/$$2!)%!3$+4

 !560,!(#&!(&*7&0'(60&!-$,(0$3!.,$8!($!(#&!9:;!4

 !<&*$=&!(#&!/0$1&,!/$$2!/0$*!(#&!/0&&1&0!',2!73'-&!)(!),!'!-$$3&0!($!70$(&-(!(#&!/$$24

 !>,736?!(#&!/0&&1&04

 !@7&,!(#&!/0&&1&0!2$$04

 !A3'-&!'!%6)('83&!-$,('),&0!($!-$33&-(!(#&!2&/0$%(!+'(&04

 !B/(&0!2&/0$%(),?C!-3&',!',2!20D!(#&!),(&0)$04

 !A36?!),!',2!'2E6%(!(#&!(&*7&0'(60&!-$,(0$3!.,$8!'%!,&&2&24

 !B33$+!(#&!-'8),&(!($!-$$3!/$0!F!#$60!8&/$0&!0&(60,),?!/$$2!($!(#&!/0&&1&04

WARNING

Scraping ice from the freezer compartment can damage the unit.

CAUTION:

Do not use boiling water because it may damage the plastic parts. In addition, never use a 

sharp or metallic instrument to remove frost as it may damage the cooling coils and will void 

the warranty.

HELPFUL HINT:

Defrosting usually takes a few hours. Leaving the door open will help speed the process. Also, 

pouring warm water (not boiling) on the ice/frost will help speed melting.
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Storage of Frozen Foods

 !5#)%!/0&&1&0!)%!2&%)?,&2!/$0!(#&!3$,?G(&0*!%($0'?&!$/!/0$1&,!/$$24!H($0'?&!()*&!7&0)$2!)%!67!($!(#0&&!

   months.

 !5#&!%($0'?&!3)/&!$/!/0$1&,!/$$2%!='0)&%!',2!(#&!0&-$**&,2&2!%($0'?&!()*&!%#$632!,$(!8&!&I-&&2&24!

   The instructions regarding the care of frozen foods should be followed when defrosting the freezer.

 !A0&G7'-.&2!-$**&0-)'33D!/0$1&,!/$$2!%#$632!8&!%($0&2!),!'--$02',-&!+)(#!(#&!/0$1&,!/$$2%!

   manufacturers’ instructions.

 !A3'-&!/0$1&,!/$$2!),($!(#&!/0&&1&0!'%!J6)-.3D!'%!7$%%)83&!'/(&0!760-#'%&4!K/!(#&0&!'0&!),%(06-()$,%!$,!

   the packet, carefully follow these instructions regarding storage times.

 !5#&!/0&&1&0!2$$0!)%!%6%-&7()83&!($!80&'.),?!26&!($!&I-&%%)=&!)-&!86)32!674!L&!%60&!($!2&/0$%(!+#&,!

   the ice reaches ¼ to ½ inch thick.
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